Abstract: For operators generated by a certain class of infinite three-diagonal matrices with matrix elements we establish a characterization of the resolvent set in terms of polynomial solutions of the underlying second order finite-difference equations. This enables us to describe some asymptotic behavior of the corresponding systems of vector orthogonal polynomials on the resolvent set. We also find that the operators generated by infinite Jacobi matrices have the largest resolvent set in this class.
Introduction
In recent decades, some studies concerning the structure of the resolvent set of nonsymmetric difference operators generated by infinite band matrices have been conducted [1] [2] [3] [4] 8] . Partly, the interest to this subject was motivated by the application (via Lax pair representation) of such operators to the integration of nonlinear dynamical systems [6, 11] . Originally, the second order bounded operators generated by three-diagonal matrices were considered [1] [2] [3] . Later on some results on the resolvent set properties of higher order band operators have been obtained [4, 8] . Some resolvent set properties of a second order bounded band operators with matrix elements have been examined in [9] . In studying the spectral properties of such band operators the important role is played by the Weyl matrix [4] (or the Weyl function in the second order case [1] [2] [3] ) of the corresponding operator, the systems of polynomials orthogonal with respect to the Weyl functions as well as the convergence of the Hermite-Pade approximations of the Weyl matrix. In this paper we obtain an extension of results from [9] to a class of unbounded second order operators with matrix elements. Namely, we show that if the elements of such unbounded operators contain a sufficiently dense bounded subsequence, then the results of [9] are valid for this case as well. Also note that for band operators with scalar elements (including operators of an arbitrary order), some similar results on the structure of their resolvent sets were obtained in [2, 4] .
Consider an infinite matrix A D .A k;l / 1 k;lD0 whose entries are matrices of order N with complex elements: A k;l 2 C N N , satisfying for all k and for all l < k 1 or l > k C 1 A k;l D O; A k;kC1 ; A kC1;k are invertible; 
with 3 nontrivial diagonals. To the matrix A we assign finite-difference equations in the matrices
where k 0, 2 C is some parameter, and we define A k;l with negative indices as
where E is a unit matrix.
Denote by
k . /; k 1 the solutions of (2) and (3) respectively, satisfying the initial conditions
The following identities, which can be verified by induction on k 0, are valid:
In what follows, we use the following notations: Q j Wk (and Q C j Wk , respectively) for the stacked matrix with elements Q l , l D j; j C 1; :::; k ( Q C l ,`D j; j C 1; :::; k), etc; 0 i j for the zero matrices of size i j (with the elements from C N N ,). Finally, we use block matrix notations like
Second order operators and their resolvent sets
Denote by l 2 N the Hilbert space of quadratic summable sequences u D .u 0 ; u 1 ; : : : / where the vector column u j 2 C N ; with inner product .u; v/ D P 1 j D0 v j u j . We will identify the matrix A with the (possibly unbounded) operator defined as the closure of the operator acting on the dense set of finite vectors from l 2 N , where the action of this operator is described via matrix calculus. For this operator we keep the same notation A.
Let I be the identity operator in l 
Let M 2 C N N be an arbitrary complex matrix of the size N N . Then for k; n 2 Z C we define
As we see, we have two different definitions of R k;n for k D n . In fact, they give the same value.
Proof. As follows from the definition of R k . /; R C n . /; it suffices to show that
We have from (5)
Now for n 0 consider the system 
Applying (8) we find
Similarly, multiplying the first equation of the system on the left by Q C n . /A n;n 1 and the second equation
Lemma 2.2. The following matrix identities (formal products between infinite matrices)
hold.
Proof. By symmetry (replace A by its transposed), it is sufficient to show the first identity of (9). Since .Q n . // n 0 is a solution of (2), we have
Similarly, .R n . // n 0 is a solution of (2), and hence we have the (formal) identity
Combining identity (10) for k D n with (11) leads to the (formal) identity
Using the definition of R k;n and (7) we have
It remains to show that A n;n 1 .
In doing so, we use (8) and (7).
Indeed, multiplying the first equation of (8) on the right by P C n , and the second equation, respectively, by Q C n and summing the resulting two equations we obtain, using (7) that
Notice that in the above reasoning we require that n 1. For n D 0, using (6) and (4), we get:
This shows claim (9) .
Recall that is an element of the resolvent set .A/ if there exists an operator R. 
If A is bounded then the Neumann formula
Using this formula, we can show that for such the operator valued function S. / is holomorphic at infinity and S. / D M. ; A/. This allows us to define, in the general case, the formal power series S. / as an asymptotic expansion of the Weyl matrix of A at infinity. The sequence S.M; A/ WD fS k g 1 kD0 is called the moment sequence of M. ; A/.
Note that the properties of the Weyl matrix in a more general case of A with operator elements were studied in [10] , where it was shown that fQ k . /g and fQ In what follows, we use the notation jjM jj for the spectral norm of matrix M 2 C N N .
In the present paper we consider the resolvent sets of possibly unbounded operators A, with .a k / k 0 defined by a k WD maxfjjA k 1;k jj; jjA k;k 1 jjg; k 0;
containing a sufficiently dense bounded subsequence. For such A, the following criterion for .A/ holds: Theorem 2.3. Suppose that the band operator A with matrix representation (1) satisfies the following condition: there exists˛> 0; p 2 N and a strictly increasing sequence of nonnegative integers .k n / n 0 such that k nC1 k n Ä p and a k n Ä˛; n 0:
Then 2 C belongs to the resolvent set of A if and only if there exist positive constants C; q < 1 and a matrix M 2 C N N such that
where R k;n are defined by (6) . In this case, the matrix M D M. / D R 0;0 is unique, and coincides with the Weyl matrix M. ; A/.
is the matrix representation of R. /. Take M D . Q R 0;0 / and consider the matrix R D .R k;n / 1 k;nD0 ; where R k;n are defined by (6) . From the resolvent identity . I A/R. / D I together with (9) and (12) we see, that the first columns of R and Q R satisfy the same recurrence relation and the same initialization; hence they coincide. In other words, the first terms in the corresponding rows of both matrices are equal. Observing that the recurrence relations for the corresponding rows also coincide, we may conclude that R is the martix representation of R. /. It remains to show the decay rate (15). By symmetry, it remains to show again only the first part of (15). In doing so, consider an arbitrary vector x from C N such that jjxjj N D 1 (here jj:jj N stands for the Euclidean norm in C N ). Fix n 0 and define the vector:
where ı i;n is a Kronecker delta. Also defině
We have
;n Ä 2.jjR 0;n xjj On another hand, it follows from (10) , that
; Therefore,
Thus we are left with the relation
;n Ä a 0 kˇk ;n ; 1 Ä k Ä n:
where a
. Because of (14), the sequence .k nC1 k n / is bounded by p and the sequence .a 0 k n / is bounded by some˛0. Therefore, according to [2, Lemma 2], we may deduce from relation (16) that
with constants
only depending on˛0 We also haveˇk
Since for each n we find an k 2 fn p C 1; :::; ng being an element of .k n /, we may deduce that for 1 Ä j Ä n p we have k j > n p j and there holds
where for the last estimate we have used (18). On the other hand, for j D n p; :::; n we obtain directly from (18) that jjR j;n xjj 2 N Ä maxfˇn p;n ; :::;ˇn ;n g Ä .jjR. /jj
Thus jjR j;n xjj N Ä C q n j ; 0 Ä j Ä n;
for q 2 D Q q and a suitable constant C > 0. Since x is arbitrary and the right hand side of the above inequality is independent on x, the claimed relation (15) follows. Hence the necessity is proved.
Sufficiency. Assume that the conditions of the theorem are satisfied. As above, we build up the infinite matrix R D .R k;n / 
lim sup
Proof. It follows from (5) , that
Assume that lim sup k!1 jjQ
k . Now take the sequence .k n / from the Theorem 1. We have
It follows from (19) and our assumption that the latter value can be upper bounded by C 2 q k n r .1=d / k n r for some C 2 > 0, which tends to zero as n ! 1. Obviously, this contradicts (22) and therefore we have proved (21). The proof of (20) is similar.
Resolvent sets of some Jacobi operators
Now consider the matrix A such that the condition (14) is fulfilled and
Then it follows from the results of [5, Part 7] , that it generates the self-adjoint Jacobi operator in l 2 N which we denote by J . We say that the operator A belongs to the class K.J / if the following conditons are met: In what follows we show that the operator J has the largest resolvent set in K.J /. Note that for A j;;j C1 D E the algorithm of reconstruction of the matrix A from S m .M; A/ was offered in [6] (in [10] a similar procedure was offered for finite diagonal (band) matrices A ). The key role in this algorithm plays the procedure of getting S m .M; A/ from S.M; A/. The next two lemmas give the details. For every set I k the following representation holds: Now consider the matrices 
Proof. It follows from the definition of
Comparing this formula with (23), we find (24). 
Proof. Applying (24) to D k .S m /, we find: Therefore, the polynomials Q n;J ; P n;J ; Q C n;J P C n;J which correspond to J are related to the polynomials Q n ; P n ; Q C n ; P 
Also note that for 2 R Q C n;J . / D Q n;J . /; P C n;J . / D P n;J . /: Now we are ready to prove the main result of this section. and we finally get jjQ n;J . /R C k;J . /jj Ä C q jk nj :
Similarly jjR k;J . /Q C n;J . /jj Ä C q jk nj :
Again, applying the Theorem 2.3, we find that 2 .J /.
Note that according to the Theorem 1, we have proved that M. ; A/ D M. ; J / for A 2 K.J /.
